On Thu, May 13, 2021 at 8:46 AM
Angelo Ancheta wrote:

The draft maps were released on June 10. The original plan was to release a second set of drafts on July 14, but we opted instead for visualizations and input during July. The visualizations were available during live mapping sessions and at the Redistricting Assistance Centers (RACs) sponsored by the Statewide Database.

There were no statutory requirements for drafts, so those timelines were created by the 2010 CRC. The statutory amendments were created to give the CRC more time throughout the process.

If the current Commission wants to make a direct comparison between the scenarios in the memo and the actual events in 2011, here are some relevant dates:

January 12, 2011: Full Commission seated
March 8, 2011: Census Data released to state
March 19, 2011: Q2 hired, but started work in April
April 9 - May 26, 2011: 23 Public Input Hearings
May 27, 2011 - June 7, 2011: CRC Mapping sessions with Q2, followed by Q2 work on maps
June 10, 2011: DRAFT Maps Released, followed by 5-day review period
June 16 - June 28, 2011: 11 Public Input Hearings
June 29 - July 24, 2011 - CRC Mapping sessions with Q2, followed by Q2 work on maps and CRC preparation of report; visualizations available starting July 14
July 29, 2011: CRC Approves Final Maps for Public Review, followed by review period
August 15, 2011: FINAL Maps and Report Certified and Delivered to Secretary of State
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